Diversity within diversity: molecular approaches to studying microbial interactions with insects.
DNA sequence information has greatly augmented the number of characters available for analysis in phylogenetic research. Nowhere is this more evident than in studies of microbial evolution. Ribosomal DNA sequence data has simultaneously permitted the distinction between individual species and the inference of their phylogenetic relationships in many cases where both were formerly impossible. These have contributed to our understanding of the ecology of particular microbe-host interactions and the history of these relationships over evolutionary time. We describe examples from two ends of the ecological spectrum in insect/bacterial associations: one in which bacteria mediate host cytoplasmic incompatibility and parthenogenesis, and the other in which mycetocyte bacteria augment host nutrition. In the former, the pattern of bacterial interaction is general, with the same or closely related strains of the genus Wolbachia associating with a wide range of insect taxa. In the latter, concordance between host and microbe phylogenies suggests cospeciation between bacteria and host, although it is as yet unclear whether this process has involved step-wise, reciprocal coevolution. We conclude with a discussion of how developments in molecular techniques may aid in analyzing more complex interactions between insects and microbes.